**TRAIN ROUTE:** 1,120 yen (one way total), 1hr.50min. trip (approx. total including walking/waiting)

**(map available at Yoko)**

JR (Japan Railways) 800 yen (adult) / 400 yen (child)

**INSTRUCTIONS** (track#s at each point - see the chart above)

A. Go to Fussa sta - about 15 min. walk from the Fussa Gate.

B. At Fussa sta purchase 780yen (adult) / 390yen (child) ticket for the JR train lines from the ticket vending machine.

C. At Tachikawa sta transfer to CHUO LINE (toward Tokyo) and go to Tokyo sta. Both Special Rapid and Rapid services can be taken.

D. At Tokyo sta transfer to either YAMANOTE or KEIHIN-TOHOKU LINE (toward Shinagawa/Yokohama), and go to Shinbashi sta.

E. At Shinbashi sta get off the train and go toward "Karasumori Entrance" (exit), and walk out the JR ticket gate (end of JR line on this trip). Walk to the left by following the signs for "Yurikamome" , and after about 20m through the hall, you should see "Yurikamome" Shinbashi sta. behind KIOSK store. In the Yurikamome's Shinbashi sta go up stairs/escalator, and go through the corridor toward Starbucks Coffee (again, follow "Yurikamome" signs). When you reach the vending machine spot, purchase 320yen (adult) / 160yen (child) ticket for the Yurikamome Line. Take the Yurikamome Line (toward Arieke - one direction).

F. At Odaiba-Kaisho sta, get off the Yurikamome Line. Now you are at Odaiba.

(Return trip to Yokota)

Please retrace steps, using the bottom-part track#s indicated on the TRAIN ROUTE chart above. (i.e. 2Fussa). At Odaiba-Kaisho sta buy 320yen (adult) / 160yen (child) ticket and take the Yurikamome Line back to Shinbashi sta.

At Shinbashi sta, go to the JR side and purchase 800yen (adult) / 400yen (child) ticket , and take JR YAMANOTE or KEIHIN-TOHOKU LINE, back to Tokyo sta. At Tokyo, transfer to JR CHUO LINE. At this point, if you can catch one of these "OME-BOUND" CHUO LINES , take it to Fusua all the way without transfer (Special Rapid / Rapid - either one O.K.). If you catch a normal CHUO LINE (for Takao / Toyoda / Tachikawa), take it to Tachikawa (Rapid / Special Rapid - either one O.K.). From Tachikawa, transfer to OME LINE - take the OME LINE for Ome / Okutama / Mitake / Kabe, to Fussa sta. At Fussa sta, go out from the East Exit for Yokota AB.

At Tachikawa, doesn't go to Fussa.